
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

FOR IMPROVING COOPERATION BETWEEN NGOs AND THE STATE  

 

Funding of nongovernmental organizations from public sources is a topic, which, over recent years, 

has been observed by numerous critics concerning transparency of a process and criteria for deciding 

to provide financial support to NGO projects from the state and local funds.  Also, processes of 

election of representatives of civil society to different decision-making bodies, most often are marred 

with suspicion and controversies that have negative impact on civil sector’s image in its entirety, but 

also on public perception of legitimacy of bodies consisting of representatives of civil society.  

 

Finansiranje nevladinih organizacija iz javnih izvora je tema koja posljednjih godina praćena brojnim 

kritikama koje se odnose na transparentnost procesa i kriterijume odlučivanja o dodjeli finansijske 

podrške za NVO projekte od strane državnih i opštinskih fondova. Takođe, procesi izbora 

predstavnika/ca civilnog sektora u različita tijela koja donose odluke, često su propraćeni određenim 

sumnjama i kontroverzama koje negativno utiču na imidž sektora u cjelini, ali i na javnu percepciju 

legitimiteta tijela u čijem radu učestvuju predstavnici civilnog društva 

 

We are convinced that it is the upper time that Montenegro, a candidate country for EU 

membership, regulates its cooperation with civil society organizations in accordance with standards 

of transparency and democratic procedures, and channels financial support provided to NGOs 

towards the projects that are of highest importance for the citizens and the state.  

 

One of requests that European Commission has set before Montenegro relates to strengthening 

cooperation between decision makers and civil society. In practice, the cooperation between a state 

and civil society organizations is reflected in the support that the state offers to these organizations, 

as well as in the inclusion of civil society organizations in decision-making processes. The 

Government of Montenegro prepared a Draft Action Plan for Monitoring the Implementation of 

Recommendations from the Opinion of the European Commission, and established a working group 

to deal with the civil society issue.  

 

Advancing the area related to financing of NGOs from the budget resources implies the improvement 

of two key areas: 

1. Transparency of procedures for financing of NGOs from the state and municipalities; 

2. Transparency of NGOs that apply for funds from the state and municipal budgets.  

 

The Center for Democratic Transition (CDT) over several past months conducted a research on 

financing of nongovernmental organizations from public funds, i.e. state and local budgets. Based on 

the research findings,  reports and recommendations of international organizations, as well as 

international standards governing this area, in cooperation with the Youth Initiative for Human 

Rights (YIHR) we also prepared the first recommendations for the advancement of the situation in 

this area and we informed the representatives of the Government thereof: 

 

Our recommendations are related to the following areas: 

 



1. Allocation of Budget Funds for Financing of NGOs  

 

The amount of about 6 million euros says that the state and municipalities give enough money to 

NGO sector, in accordance to their possibilities, but they need to better channel the funds and 

allocate thereof in a more transparent procedure.  

They must define priorities, which are reflected in topical issues in that period. When deciding on 

allocation of funds, it is necessary to take into account where there is a problem in the society and 

how important it is to solve the problem.  Priorities have been changing and they must be identified 

and determined each year before the announcement of the competition for the allocation of funds.  

 

The same way as the foreign and international donors have their own agendas and grant funds to 

NGOs for the activities leading to the achievement of objections defined in those agendas, the state 

and municipalities must have a strategic approach to NGO financing. Currently, the state and 

municipalities are the only donors in Montenegro who do not take care of their own priorities and 

policies.   

 

2. Process of Allocation of Funds  

 

The allocation of funds from the state budget should be conducted from one place, i.e. all the 

resources should be directed to one fund. Total amounts may be allocated to different areas, in 

percentages (to minorities, culture, social rights, democracy and others), in accordance with 

priorities of the state for that year. Presently, the smallest amount of resources from the state funds 

is granted to projects in the area of democracy, human rights and fight against corruption, although  

European and Euro Atlantic integrations are the state priorities, which, to the greatest extent, 

require progress and improvement of cooperation between the state and the civil sector.   

 

The allocation need to be conducted in accordance with previously determined criteria and a system 

of allocation. Earlier defined criteria for decision-making and control should be introduced. A 

Commission dealing with these issues should be professionalized. Apart from increasing transparency 

and efficiency of the process, establishing of a single professional Commission for Allocation of Funds 

contributes to rationalization and saving of funds.   

 

Also, unique minimum criteria should be developed for NGOs applying for funds and should be 

implemented in all the municipalities. Presently, criteria for allocation of funds to organizations at 

the municipal level significantly differ, if they exist at all.   

 

3. Institutional support vs. project funding 

 

Institutional support to NGOs should be considered, and the state should invest not only in projects 

but also in the development of NGO sector, and the criteria that NGOs need to meet in order to 

receive financial support should be even higher.  

 

On the other side, the organizations that are direct budget beneficiaries (organizations with special 

status, Red Cross, Union of Municipalities) should be asked to spend much more funds on projects 

and activities instead on institutional expenditures.  

 

Apart from the above mentioned, this may be a good timing to start thinking of co-financing EU 

projects, of course, in accordance with the state’s policies and priorities. The experience of the states 

that are far in front of us in the process of European Integration tells us that, as a consequence of 

withdrawal of bilateral donors and relying of NGOs mainly on the resources from European funds, 

Montenegro will soon face a problem of NGO liquidity, which the state could anticipate and address.  

 



4. Monitoring and Control of Spending of Funds from State and Municipal Budgets  

 

It is necessary to introduce strong mechanisms for monitoring and control over spending of allocated 

funds, followed by punitive provisions. Apart from necessary control of financial operations, it is also 

necessary to determine mechanisms for monitoring of the implementation of project activities 

funded from the budget.  

 

The State Audit Institute is authorized to control financial operations of all beneficiaries of public 

funds. Although this Institute selects the subject to audit independently, it should be recommended 

to also include in its plan of activities a control of spending budget funds by NGOs, or at least those 

that were given bigger portions from public sources.  

 

5. Transparency of NGO Applicants for Public Funds  

 

Funds from the state and municipality should go to the organizations that meet certain criteria, such 

as – that they exist and operate for a certain period of time, have office and employees, pay off 

regularly financial obligations to the state, meet high standards of transparency, publish program and 

financial reports, have democratic and functional structure (Assembly, Managing Board).   

 

6. NGO Registry  

 

In order to be able to implement in practice the above-mentioned requests, it is necessary to create 

a public and regularly updated registry of NGOs, which would be managed, as it is until now, by the 

Ministry o Interior and Public Administration or another institution with appropriate capacities.  

 

Apart from the data and documents contained in the current NGO Registry, NGOs which aim to apply 

for receiving financial support from public resources would submit their annual program and 

financial reports, minutes from regular annual sittings of the Assembly, as well as Decisions on 

personnel changes in the managing structure of the organization to the institution in charge o 

running the registry. Organizations that regularly submit the required documentation would get a 

number (such as PADOR EC) from an organ in charge of the NGO registry, and it would be the first 

filter for applying for the budget funds.  This would not affect restrictively freedom of association – 

associations of citizens that gather around short-term projects or local community issues should be 

regularly registered.  

 

7. Election of Members of Council for Cooperation with NGOs  

 

It is necessary to change criteria for election of NGO representatives to the Council for Cooperation 

with NGOs, as well as to other Councils comprising of representatives of NGOs. Previous practice has 

shown that in prescribing procedures for election of members of various Councils, their founders 

usually would choose a system of nominating NGO members of a Council by other NGOs.  

 

The practice has also shown that nomination is not the best way of election in a system of 6 000 

organizations in a country with 600 000 inhabitants. Due to this reason, it happened very often that 

the most influential NGOs have no representative in the Council. 

  

It is necessary to establish a Commission for Election of Members of Council, and determine criteria 

according to which the Commission would, in a transparent procedure, elect the best among NGOs 

that apply for membership in the Council. 

 

8. Amending the Law on NGOs 

 



In order to meet all the above-mentioned recommendations, it is necessary to go for more in depth 

changes to the Law on Nongovernmental Organizations and adoption of appropriate secondary 

legislation necessary for the implementation thereof. Codification of all rules related to functioning 

of NGOs in one law, provisions of the existing legal acts would be out-ruled.  


